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When I first considered a subject for this
paper, I felt that one on the Society of Jesus would
be of interest to the members of the Literary Club,
because of the importance of" that body in the
educational system of Cincinnati.
There were several aspects of their philosophy which I felt were worthy of praise. Among
them was their dedication to the whole man - an
attempt to keep a liberal arts education at the high
school level as well as at the college level.
Another was their dedication to the separation of
church and state over the centuries.
I felt that they represented the best of
America and that singing their praise before the
Literary Club would be an easy and well appreciated
task.
Unfortunately, my timing was bad. Coincidental with my studies, a civil war broke out within
the Roman Catholic Church. John 23 didn't plan it
that way, but when he opened the gOTernment of the
church to review it was a Pandor'a box. Cardinals,
Bishops, Monsignori and Priests all had objections.
Respect for authority dissappeared. Resignation
from the priesthood were numerous. With all the
smoke, it became impossible to remain on the road of
an apologist for the Jesuits. It is now a real gas
house gang fight, which brings us to the subject of
this paper: "GAS".
To most of you here, Natural Gas is something The Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company pipes
into your home to feed the furnace and the kitchen
range. Something more modern than the old manufactured
gas. This isn't quite the whole story.
Thousands of years ago in the Middle East
there were places where gases seeped out at the ground.
This gas would light and burn. We know now that this
earthquake country had l arge reserves of petroleum
beneath it.
This phenomena of seepage also occurred in
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other petroleum products. The pitch that was used
as a sealant was the result of seepage of petroleum
with the evaporation of the volatile components.
The American Indians were also acquainted with the
seepage product; which they used for its supposed
medicinal properties.
The earliest recorded use of gas was in
the Oracle at Delphi, although its source is not
clear.
The Chinese had discovered a commercial
use for gas some two thousand years ago. They used
the gas in t heir salt industry.
It might be considered odd that with the
presence of natural gas being known by those in the
Middle East, China, and the Indians in America that
it didn't become better known sooner. The answer
probably lies in transportation. One can move a
bucket of coal, or of oil, but not a bucket of gas.
Natural gas also occurs in coal mines
where it has evidenced itself in explosions. Miners
have always ~eared it. When exposing the face of
the coal in certain bituminous mines, natural gas
in small quantities i s often released. In today's
mines, ventilation usually keeps the concentration
below explosive limits.
Occasionally, in England a miner would
sometimes bl ock off the new face of the wall and
collect the gas released, piping it to a house on
the surface. The amount released was not enough
for commercial exploitation.
One tale is recorded of a practical joker
who would collect the gas into an animal bladder.
On dark nights ' he would walk the path with the gas
jus t lighted as a lamp. When he approached another
walker, he would compress the bladder, thus making
a large flame. The superstitious would know they
were faced with the devil himself and conduct themselves accordingly.

George WaShington owned a burning spring
in 1775 about 9 miles above Charleston, West Virginia.
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In 1841, by drilling, gas wells were developed in
this area an d t he gas used nearby in salt works.
But generally speaking, gas , although
known for a long time, did not become a tool for
civilization until recently.
The first commercial gas was made about
1800 in England. In 1790, there were experiments
with soft coal. It was known that coal mines contained gas . In burning soft coal on a hearth,
streams of gas shoot out in the early stages of
burning. It was reasoned that if soft coal were
heated in a retort that the gas could be used. This
was done.
The first gas producer was ahorizontal
drum. It was filled with soft coal, sealed and
heated to about 1000°F. and the gas collected. This
was known as coal gas. About 6000/ft were produced
per ton of coal. When the coal was distilled, the
retort was cooled, opened and the coke removed. The
cost was extremely high. However, it was the only
way to have gas near the consumption point. And
the use was not for heating as it is today.
In order to appreciate the great benefit
this simple advance was to civilization, one must
project oneself back to 1800. When the sun went
down it was dark. This obvious statement was stark
reality. The only lighting materials were candles
or whale oil. Both very expensive and in short
supply.
Coal gas , when used for lighting, was an
improvement, and it was for lighting alone that gas
was used. The early names of the companies were
Blank Gas Light Oompany or Blank Gas and Ooke Oompany coke being the by-product - but only recently did
the name Blank Light Heat and Power come into being .

Of course, the method of manufacturing gas
so on made great techincal advances. The cost was
reduced, the quantity made avai~able increased, e tc.
But, it was manufactured gas wh~ch was used around
the world.
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The place of manufacture of gas is known
a s a ga s h ouse , and is a reasona bly complicated
oper a ti on. It is also very dirty and stinks. The
gas h ouses we re not inthe be s t section of town.
Th ey also r equ ired tremendous gas holders, which
wer e objec tionabl e senary unless one was of an
eng i nee ring bent.
Since natural gas has almost entirely
repl aced manu factured gas in the United States,
these containers are graduall y being scrape d to the
j oy of many nature lovers.
The re was an other characteri s tic of manuf actured gas wh ich be ars mentioning and t h at it was
quite po i 80nous and so r e sponsible f or many deaths.
The lethal agent of manufactur ed gas was carbon
mono x ide. As a boy, it was c ommon to read in the
paper of pe op _e found de a d due to leaking gas from
a burner extingu ished when t he c of fee po t burned
over or some such cause. In all s eriousne s s, it was
a convenient way to commit suici de wh en t he u.rge
presented it self . Although , this was not a sufficient
reason to continue it manufacture.
Large indus tr ial users had their own gas
producers to furnish a fue _ that would g ive high
temperature. In the mills, hes e were referred to
Smoke Producer s . The wo r king conditions around
t h ese gas houses we r e unbelie abl e ; yet, the men
who worked on t~em s eemed to l i v e to die of olda ge. The real reason t hese inplant gas PI'OUu.L:ers
were able to de elop a highe r flame temperature was
that the gas Vias fed into the furnaces at a very
high temperature ' wh er eas , the domestic gas was
cooled.
A short resume of the chronolo gy of gas
is interesting :
6000 B.C. - Noah smears the Ark with 2

coats of Bitumen on inside
and one outside.

3000 B.C. - Egyptians used rot ary method

of drilling rocks, holes
20 ft. deep.
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Sumerians used asphalt
for a base for inlaying
mosaics
2000 B.C. - Pure bitumen sells for
$30.00/ton in Ur of
Chaldee s.
900 B.C. - Natural gas used by Chinese
450 B.Co - Pitch spring of Zante.
400 B.C.

-

Streets in Jerusalem and
Antioch lighted at night.

206 B.C.

-

Oil spring found in Yenchang.

102 B.C. - Burning fountain near Grenoble,
France.
38 B.C. - Natural gas in salt wells in
China.
66 A.D. - Plubarch mentions petroleum
near present Kirkuk field.
100 A.D. - Pliney observes Sic11ian oil
secured from Sicily burned in
lamps of Temple of Jupiter.
Earliest mention of oil as an
illuminant.
Coptic chemist discover
distillation.
600 A.D. - Wells in Japan dug by hand to
600 - 900 ft. in depth for
the producing of oil.
615 A.D. - Gas well s known in Japan.
670 A.D. - Romans use oil to destroy a
fleet of Saracens.
900 A.Do - The Chinese report p~p~ng as
through bamboo tubes and using
it for lighting. First pipe
line.
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967 A.D. - Fire columns visible for miles
near Bahu in Caspon Sea,
inspired Zoraaster to his
cult of fire worshippers.
1077 A.D. - Cairo burns as 1200 barrels
of naptha (crude oil) add
to conflagration.
1100 A.D. - Many centuries before the
first well was drilled in the
Western World, depths as
great as 3500 ft. reached in
Ohina with primitive tools.
1327 A.D. - Edward III delivered to the
King in his chamber at Calars
8# of petroleum.

1415 A.D. - First regular street lighting
in London.

1500 A.D. - Leonardo devises a rotary
drilling rig.
1510 A.D. - Sample s of asphalt shipped
from Trinidad to Spain.
1535 A.D. - Asphalt in Ouba.
1543 A.D. - Spanish used .iJ1Lch to repair
boats Sabine lsI., Texas and
at Carpinteria, Calif.
1650 A.D. - Oil wells dug by hand in Rumania.

1659 A.D. - Natural gas in England.
1670 A.D. - Coal gas first mentioned by a
Yorkshire minister who distilled
coal.

1697 A.D. - First street lighting ordinance
passed in NY City.

1723 A.D. - Peter the Great occupied Bahu
and sends a Master of Refining
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to take possession of oil
supply and ship up the Volga.

1748 A.D. - Oil Creek, Fa. known.
1761 A.D. - Oil distilled from Bituminous
shales.
1765 A.D. - Oil fields of Burma - 500
wells dug by hand.
1775 A.D. - George Washington Burnine
Spring in W.Va. - Kanaka.
1781 A.D. - Lavoisier invents gas-holder
and bags for portable gas
l\ght.
1792 A.D. - William Murdock, a Scot, lights
his home with coal gas.
1795 A.D. - Crude oil $16.00/gallono
1798 A.D. - Murdock equips Soho Foundry
with gas lighting.
1799 AoD.

Gas street lighting in Paris.

1802 A.D. - Gas light in Baltimore, Md.
1803 A.D. - Richmond, Va. had a huge gas
lamp on a 40 ft. tower.
1804 A.D. - First English patent on manufacture Qf , gas.
1805 A.D. - Suggested gas for cooking .
1806 A.D. - First gas mains in public
street - in London - pipes
made of sheet lead.
1806 A.D. - Oil is fQund when salt brine
is sought near Kanawha River.
Abandoned because it produced
oil instead of salt water.
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1 807 A.D. - First successful demonstration

of street lighting - In London Pall Mall.
1807 A.D. - Spring oil from Oil Creek

sells for one to two dollars
a gallon.
1812 A.D. - First gas company in world .
The London & Westminster Gas
Light and Coke Company.
1814 A.D. - Salt well 475 feet deep near
Marietta, Ohio periodically,
2-4 days, gives 30-60 gallons
of oil.
1814 A.D. - The first gas mains laid by
Samu el Clegg are 2 " dia. cast
iron - found too small, replaced
by 4 " and 6" dia. in 4- ~ ', 6'
& 9 ' lengths . Service and
hou s e p i pes are old musket
barr els .
1 817 A. D. - Gas L: ght Company of Baltimore,

I nc . -

f ir~t

in America.

1818 A.D. - The Bur ning Riv ers.
1819 A.D. - Salt well drilled in Monticello,

Ky. - abandoned because of
spurt ing o il .
1820 A.D. - 1~ Albertite discovered .
Oil gas patented in England.
3) Natural gas discovered near
Pittsburgh, Pa. by a salt
works drilling for salt water.
Gas ignites accidentally
and burns down the plant.
1821 A.D. - Natural gas discovered at
Fredonia, N. Y. in form of a
burning spring . Residents
drill a 27 ft. deep well and
log-pipe gas to nearby houses.
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1823 A.D. - Gas sells for $IO.OO/MCF
1825 A.D. - First record of gas stove.
1828 A.D. - New York Oity "Great White
Way" lighted by ga s . Broadway
between Grand Street and the
Battery .
18 30 A.D. - Sperm oil $2.00 - $5.00/gallon.
Rosen oil - camphene from he avy
end of turpentine 50¢-65¢/gal.
1831 A.D. - First internally fired coal
gas genera tor.
1834 A.D. - First pipe foundry established
at Millville, N. J. - produces
first cast iron pipe used in
gas distribution system .
1837 A.D. - Gas Light Company in Cincinnati,
Ohio first natural gas Findlay,
Ohio - digg ing water well wo od en pipes to gunbarrel end.
1840 A.D. - First recorded use in U.S. of
natural gas as a fuel for
manufacture. Brine evaporation
in Butler County, Fa.
The date of 900 B.O . is given as the first
record of the Chinese using natural gas , and 1821 is
g iven as the date that natural gas was used first in
America , which also means the fir s t time in the
Western World. Did this mean that the Ohinese were
mo re civilized than Westerners? I don't think so.
What is more likely is that the Chinese had bamboo.
They could and did split bamboo poles, take the
i nside obs tructions out, wind the pipe with cloth
and thus obtain a pipe. The Westerners did not have
bamboo.
At Fredonia, N. Y. and later at Findlay,
Ohio, pipe was made by drilling holes in logs and
putting an old iron gunbarrel at the fire end.
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The Encyc lopedia Brittanica throws another
li ght on why natur al gas did not appear in Western
civilization until a late date. In its 1929 edition,
natural gas i s written up as str ickly an American
phenomena, wh i ch it was at that time. Western Europe
di d not have the evidences of natural gas that
oc cured in Ame rica. It has only been the last few
years that gas has been found in Western Europe.
Anoth er reason why natural gas was strictly
an American phenomena was that the early gas was
produced in Pennsylvania near populous areas. We
ar e back to the transportation. When the situation
was similar , Ame ricans react ed well. In 1840,
natur al gas was used in Butler County, Pennsylvania
to evapo r ate brine.
In nature, natural gas is usually found
as sociated with oit. The two subjects should be
di scussed together.
We all learned that oil was discovered
when Col . Drake drilled his well in Titus ville, Pa.,
in 1859 . Again, this does not have too close a
relation to the facts. Surface oil was well known
to t~e Indians; and, of course, in antiquity oil
was well known.
As mentioned earlier, there is record o£
wells in Japan being dug to 900 feet . The work of
digging a hole 900 ft . deep is a prodigious one.
However, holes 900 ft. deep we r e common in the coal
mi ning industry of England. What , however, is amazing
and not understood is what gave the impetus to dit
i t in the first place. This is not stated. In the
case of" mining, usually the mineral is found in an
out cropp ing and then the shaft fol lows it downward;
but, he re they must have had some indication and
just followed their quest £or what must have taken
an extremely long time.
Another thing that merits comment is that
oil is rare in the Japanese Islands. It wasn't as
if there were ample stimulae, oil was a rare thing.
All I can think of is that somehow, somewhere a fast
talking promoter was involved . It might be well to
have a look a t the history of C G & E.
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In 1825 Thomas Lawson had managed to
manufacture gas i~ a very small way in Cincinnati •.
Mr Lawson was not primarily a gas man, he was a t~n
smith. So, he concontrated on fancy looking burners,
such as elephants tusks and trunks, beaks of birds
and tails of peacocks. He installed very few outlets,
but a tavern and a street light were among the users.
For some reason or another, a fire broke
out inthe immediate vicinity of the gas plant and
the City Oouncil ordered him to cease his operations.
Cincinnati was conservative, even then. The operation ceased in 1831. For the six years it ran, no
one in Cincinnati could see its potential . Then,
in 1 8 37, another group obtained a charter from the
Ohio Legislature to form The Cincinnati Gas Light
and Coke Company. The capital stock was fixed at
$lOO,OOOt but the company's plans were reasted by
the financial community. Nowhere was the $100,000
to be found, in spite of the success of Eimilar
companies in Baltimore, New York, Boston, Louisville,
New Orleans, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.
Finally, in 1841, a Mr. Conover obtained
from the city an exclusive franchise . Conover then
took over the entire $100,000 of stock in the
company, becoming its first President and sale director.
The plant was built on Front and Rose
Streets , a location on which one of C G & E's three
generating stations now exists . The distribution
main was a cast iron pipe 3" in diameter . The gas
generator was the conventional coal distillation
process used at that time.
From the time Conover took over, the gas
company, until service was provided, was another two
years . It was on January 14, 1843, that the first
light was lit in the W. H. Harrison Drug Store . C
G & E's present building is built on that site .
Gas lighting was a convenience and an
improvement over the other methods of.li~htin~
available at that time. Even so to Clnclnnatlans,
it had to be sold on an. economy basis.
The company pointed out that " compared
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with other kinds of artificial light, 1000 cubic
feet of gas cos ting $3.50 would supply as much light
$22.00
as - 35# sperm candles costing
75# Tallow candles costing
$ 8.03
9 gal . lard oil c osting
$7.12
Al so l that the gas rate in New York and Baltimore
was ~4
. 00 , while in New Orleans it was $5 .00.
Considerable trouble was experienced with
t hei r we t t ype gas meter. In the winter time, the
wate r in t he me ters froze, making the meter inoperable . Finally , someone thought to use whiskey as
th e liquid . With whiskey selling at 16¢/gal., this
was a practi cal solut ion.
By 1850, there we r e 1375 private gas
cu stomers and 486 gas str eet lamps in the city of
115 ,000 inhabitants. Gas for lighting was a growth
industry .
In spite of its gr owth, and we assume
profitability in 1852, the company had to go to New
York to rais e an additional $100,000. It seems odd
to me that the Queen City of the West was so short
of capital.
As time went on , new methods of making
gas were introduc ed and with the increase in techno logy, the rates we re reduced. With that, came the
u se of gas for cooking in 1875 .
Finally , natural gas was brought from West
Virginia in 1909 by the Columbia Gas and Electric
Comp any . With its coming , the gas rates were halved,
permitting the use of gas for heating .
It i s interesTIng to note that from the
beg inning, as improvements in the production of gas
wer e made , the selling price s were reduced to the
consumer.
The coming of natural gas did not completely
erase the manufactured gas . It only supplemented
for many years thereafte~. There si~ply was not
enough gas available untll the supplles fr~m ~h~
Gulf coast could augment tho se from West Vlrglnla .
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Natural gas occurs in nature; hence, its
name. There is a tendency to think that those
things which occur in nature are free and simple to
obtain. Of course, in fact, this is rarely the case.
Originally in Fredonia, this almost was
the case - a shallow well was drilled and then it
was hooked up with log pipes which ran a short
distance to the consuming area.
Today things are
quite technical. First, millions must be spent in
finding gas fields, millions must be spent in producing and millions in transportation. All to get
something which occurs in nature.
It is unnecessary to go too deeply into
the details, but it is interesting to know that some
of the drilling is being done in water 600 ft. deep
from floating platforms. This is a far cry from
the old technology. Gas men today have to be experts
in oceanography, winds, waves, currents and tides
are all now part of the technology.
Then comes drilling the hole. Roughly
eight inches in diameter, but four or five miles into
the earth through hard rocks, and the hole has to
be straight. Drakes well in Titusville was 59 ft.
down.
After the well is completed, it has to be
connected to the shore with a pipeline. Visualize
the difficulties encountered in the Cook Inlet
Alaska. The temperatures are well known, but the
velocity of the tides also must be considered. Work
is limited to a few 40urs per day on the days they
can work. Then, imagine the problem if a leak should
develop .•• and they do. It is for these reasons
that certain small submarines have been developed.
The operation is far from digging a hole to the
pipe and attaching a leak clamp.
Getting gas or oil to consumers ~s mostly
accomplished through pipelines. The ma~erlal.used
has varied from bamboo thin logs, cast lro~ plpe
and now mainly steel pipe. The.pressures In the
transporting pipe are a compromlse.
In the early history of gas in this country,
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the wells were low pressure and the material required was a a ilable with the technology of the
time. Today, many wells have extremely high pressures.
The techno logy of pipe has developed with the requirements.
e_l head pressures in the thousands
are common. As a round figure, 10,000 psi is encountered in some exceptional wells in the Gulf
Coas t. The only way I can put this into common
everyday words is to compare it with the pressure s
in a shot gun - he moment the powder is ignited. With
these pressures, it is easy to understand that great
care must be exe rcis ed in the desi gn of the equipment
and the use the reof .
I n ransporting these gases, lower pressures
are used. The ec onomics of transportation dictates
that the pressure to be use d be 1000 psi . Thi s
has the added advantage of making people lots more
comfortable in i ts presence.
Pipel ines are in theo ry oimple. One piece
of pipe weld ed to another unt il the line is complete.
But, these line s traver s e the count ryside; thru
plains, over mountains and under rive rs . They must
be welded to gether, giving perfect fus ion. This done
in weather vary ing from 30 below in the Arctic to
110 in des erts - the most terri ble of conditi ons.
Ye t, perfect ion is aim . To insure per fectio n, often
every weld in the line is x-rayed . This, in addition
to the x-raying of every joint of pip e at the point
of its manuf ac ~ure; and, it takes an expert to read
the x-rays here as well as in a hosp ital .
With all the care used , it is easy to understand why failures in ser vice are so rare.
Aft er the pipe is welde d, it is put into
a ditch. He re again, to properly visualize the
operation, one must not limi t hims elf to a nice
easily cut ditch in flat prairie. One must think
rather in terms of s teep mountains with rocky faces.
One must think of blasting every foot of the ditch
and lat er bringing in dirt to make a soft bed for the
pipe. Unlike old roads, which followed easy grade
contour s , pipelines ar e lai d out as a crow flies .
The above is fo r transmissi on l ines.
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For city distribution, everyone has watched
the replacement of pipe. Streets need to be dug up,
traffic detoured, and care used to not disturb other
underground structures. The cost of installation
is expensive.
The reason for underground distribution
in the cities is self-evident; otherwise, they would
be in the way. But, the lines are laid underground
even in the American. dessert. The reason was that
in the early Pennsylvania fields, it was found that
they were more subject to sabotage. Hunters wanted
to test out their rifles, and in disputes dynamite
was readily placed.
Laying pipe in a ditch is expensive, and
it has another disadvantage. Steel and iron corrodes,
or will ru st . The rate of corrosion is a variable,
depending on the material and the soil conditions.
One-hundred years ago, all the lines in
distribution were cast iron laid plain. Some of the
lines are still in service. However, in most cases
the pressures involved were less than the weight
of the soil above them. The pipe was not under any
pressure and the soil often was not corrosive. When
the soil is moved, sometimes t hese old lines fail
and have to be replaced.
With higher pressures and the use of steel
pipe to contain the pressures, corrosion had to be
taken into consideration. Holes developed in the
lines and patches had to be made. The repairs
became prohibitively expensive in those areas where
the soils were corrosive.
To combat corrosion in the ground, the idea
developed to coat the pipe with tar. With this s tart,
the art of coating and corrosion mitigation developed
into the very ex~ct science it is today. Corrosion
in the newer lines is so well under control that lines
are considered to be here forever. The older lines,
of course, present a problem. As they corrode and
develop leaks, they will need to be replac ed . This
has been going on for many years with no particular
inconvenience to the users.
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At this time, the gas industry is plagued
by Mr. Nader and his interest in safety. This is
something which is grossly overdone. Accidents will
happen and a ~ew - very few - have. However, Cincnnati, which is dear to your hearts, has had gas for
way over a hundred year s , and it is a large area.
The freque ncy of gas explosions is very low. In
terms of t he advantages it gives over other fules cleanlines s , convenience and cost - the difficulty
experienced is inoignificant . We sho~ld be grateful
for living in an age that has natural gas.
There is only one more thing I would like
to mention, and that is the cost of pipelines. The
most recent one to receive publicity is the line
that will run from the north of Alaska to the south
of Alaska . The prospected cos t will be over one
billion doll ars .
Joseph A. Creevy

